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I have a 360 xbox rgh hooked up to a PC through hdmi. I have opened up
the hard drive, and have a freestyle fsd running on the drive. But i am
unable to access the dash and it says permission denied. I have enabled
everything i could find via the XBMC forums in setting settings and xbmc.
I have tried doing a factory reset in xbmc and that didn't help. I even
tried connecting the xbox directly to my xbox360. I don't see what is
wrong. I am using freestyle 3.0 installed via horizion on the internal HDD.
thanks for any help Thanks for the interest.I am trying to port all of the
games that were already on the 360 dashboard to my xbox (from the
disc). I downloaded all of these games from PC to my external hdd (and
replaced all of the old games in my internal hdd with these games). I am
using FREESTYLE 3.0. The goal is to launch the game from the dash if
possible, or if not then to atleast show the name on the start screen of
the game. Let me know if you need more info First, I convert from disc
game into iso, i use linux for created it, u can use other tools for convert
into iso from ur disc. The next step, I follow the instruction, and
everything work fine for meNB. I use freestyle 3 for my console, I don't
know it's JTAG or RGH. Okay, so I got a xbox 360 controller and
hanvothone 360 and I have no idea how to map the controls for this
particular game. I only know how to map xbox 360 buttons. Can
someone send me a website or somethin? data disc x 360 of game disc is
corrupt, can not be loaded Freestyle.dashboard.3.0..fsd..for.xbox.360
XBLA Discs appear in the games library as 3.0, however, they are
showing 3.1 as the format. How do I fix this to be 3.0? I have the XBLA
discs on the external hard drive. I did select the format and converted
from disc to DVD and it worked fine.
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You will need to have SMCIOS 48 installed on your system. If not
download it from http://xbox-scene.com . Do not connect your XBOX to
the internet while your SMCIOS 48 is updating. SMCIOS 48 supports the
360 pii and SSD in 5.25″, 5.25″slim and 4G.FSD softmod tools for XBOX
will work if you have the 5.25″ slim model with 1 gig of memory. Make
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sure your XBOX is in SDC mode so that you can remove the CAC card to
install the firmware update. If you have a firmware update on your CAC

card and FSD already installed, ignore the error message on the
FSD/XBOX screen. Use your SCU to flash the CAC update to the CAC
before you attempt to boot the XBOX. The emulators support is good

because I have downloaded some homebrew and demos with my update
of the CAC from 80CAC to 100CAC without any problems. I recommend
you use the CAC firmware with 100CAC to prevent that error message
appearing and then you can use any other tool. You can use a program

called SCU-V2 to download and install the xbox 360 CAC 100CAC update
onto your XBOX. If you have the 5.25″slim and 4G with 1 gig of memory
make sure your XBOX is in SDC mode. Make sure the CAC and the new

SDC are set to 100CAC. Start SCU-V2 and click on connect and then
disconnect your XBOX and wait a minute. If the message disappears from

the screen then congratulations your update is on its way. I currently
have a Red console with only the 1TB internal hard drive, I'm thinking

about purchasing an External Hard drive to free up space in the internal
hd, and make room for another game, would the dashboard program be
able to recognize what game is on the external hd, and install the exact
same game on the internal hd? Thanks for the tutorial and I'm looking

forward to playing the new features in the dashboard. I recently
upgraded the system to the 3.0 version, and I'm thoroughly enjoying it so

far. 5ec8ef588b
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